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Withings 
Kerastase – Hair 
Coach
https://www.withings.com/us/en/products/hair-coach

Developed in a collaboration between Withings 
and L’Oréal’s Research and Innovation Technology 
Incubator, Hair Coach has identified a need in the 
market for a smart hair brush. As it turns out, the 
most common Google beauty queries are about 
hair. This particular brush uses a microphone 
to record the sound of hair as the bristles come 
into contact. Based on the sound, algorithms can 
determine how healthy your hair is (damaged, dry 
or oily) and give you advice on how to care for it.

Why do we love it?
Knowing that people care so much about the health 
of their hair, the decision to develop a smart hair 
brush was obvious. Not only is this centuries-old 
beauty tool getting a major refresh, it’s also filled 
with more electronics than your grade school 
calculator. This is innovation at it’s finest!



ShadeCraft – 
Sunflower
http://shadecraft.com/

The ShadeCraft Sunflower has to be one of the 
most unique, yet innovative IoT products we saw 
at CES this year. Loaded with tech, this smart 
umbrella will keep you in the shade at all hours 
throughout the day by following the sun as it moves 
across the sky. Using embedded solar panels to 
maintain a charge, Sunflower is free from wires 
and has both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity. It 
will also play music, monitor activity through the 
built-in security camera and give you access to 
control and monitor its many features both through 
the SmartShade app and Amazon Alexa.

Why do we love it?
It’s always fun to see new startups enter the IoT 
scene with their creative concepts on unchanged 
household products. We believe Sunflower will 
be a hit, especially in locations around the world 
where shade comes at a premium. How can you 
possibly relax if you’re constantly getting up to 
adjust your umbrella? Welcome to the future.



WHILL – Model 
M Intelligent 
Personal Electric 
Vehicle
http://whill.us/

A 2017 CES Innovation Awards Honoree, the Whill 
Model M recreates the antiquated power wheelchairs 
and scooters by incorporating tons of new technology 
in its user-centric design. Receiving FDA clearance, 
it easily tackles outdoor terrain through the patented 
omni-wheel system while staying nimble and easy 
to control for tight indoor maneuvering. WHILL 
is impacting a market that has been unchanged 
for years by single-handedly disrupting the entire 
industry.

Why do we love it?
Any company capable of developing tech-enabled 
products specifically for the disabled community are 
well-respected by all of us at Optimal Design. Not only 
that, but WHILL is looking down the road and planning 
for a smart future through autonomy, smart cities and 
the connected home. This is one product worthy of it’s 
recent awards and recognition.



Under Armour – Athlete Recovery Sleepware
https://www.underarmour.com/en-cz/tb12

Inspired by one of the greatest quarterbacks of all time, Tom Brady, Under Armour has created the world’s most advanced sleep system that 
actually rebuilds your body while you rest. The critical component is the print on the inside of the Athlete Recovery Sleepwear. This soft bioceramic 
print absorbs the body’s natural heat while reflecting Far Infrared back to the skin as you rest. Under Armour says this helps your body recover 
faster, promotes better sleep, reduces inflammation, and regulates cell metabolism.

Why do we love it?
Another big trend at CES this year, sleep tech has grown exponentially. For a few years now we’ve been able to monitor how well we’re sleeping. 
Not only does this reinforce how important rest is to each and every one of us, it also indicates the wearable technology to improve our sleep is 
finally here. With a price tag of $200 for both pants and shirt, we’re very much looking forward to trying these out.



Ford SYNC 3 + 
Amazon Alexa
http://www.poweruptoys.com/

Ford and Amazon have teamed up to make staying 
connected easy at home and on the road. The 
collaboration will give Ford drivers access to a suite 
of features including the listening of audio books 
and online shopping, delivering a comprehensive 
integration of Amazon’s cloud-based voice service, 
Alexa. Ford SYNC 3 and Amazon Alexa will soon 
allow in-vehicle access to home lighting, security 
systems, automatic garage doors and other internet-
enabled smart home features.

Why do we love it?
Who hasn’t dreamed of speaking to their car to 
command tasks just like Ironman would? Now, 
nearly anyone has access to this technology 
through an industry-first collaboration between 
Ford and Amazon. Alexa seems to be integrated 
into everything these days, so why wouldn’t she 
be available in your car? Turn that boring morning 
commute into a productive session between you 
and your very own personal assistant.



Roost – Smart Water and Freeze 
Detector
http://getroost.com/product-waterdetector

Another 2017 CES Innovation Awards Honoree, this smart multi-sensor is designed to alert homeowners with major issues 
such as water leaks, humidity and freezing/high temperatures. You no longer have to gamble taking a vacation. Now, 
you’ll get real time alerts through the mobile app if there are any frozen pipes or water leaks, potentially saving you tens of 
thousands of dollars.

Why do we love it?
This small compact design is not only aesthetically pleasing, but the 3 year battery life allows you to set it and forget it. Now 
given the option of adding friends and family members to the notification list, you can vacation in peace knowing someone 
nearby will be alerted of any activity needing immediate attention.



Snoo – Smart 
Sleeper
https://www.happiestbaby.com/pages/snoo

In the age of connected devices, why leave out the 
most valuable member of your family? The Snoo 
Smart Sleeper is a connected rocker that focuses on 
the safety and comfort of your baby. At any sign of 
uneasiness, the cradle responds with a gentle rocking 
motion while softly playing white noise, quickly and 
efficiently soothing your baby.

Why do we love it?
While this product is designed to sooth babies as 
they nap, the real selling point is the ability to give 
new parents that rare and much needed sleep. This 
revolutionary cradle is your own night nanny. Although 
listed at a steep price point of $1,160, we’re confident 
you and your baby will quickly realize the value of the 
Snoo Smart Sleeper.



Willow – Wearable 
Breast Pump
https://www.willowpump.com/

Any busy mother can tell you nursing is not easy, especially having 
to lug around a large backpack with bottles and a pump. Willow, 
however, is attempting to take the breast pump market by storm. 
Providing mom with a hands-free experience, their easy to use 
pump fits comfortably inside a tank-top or bra and does not require 
cumbersome bottles that hang. The system discreetly pumps milk 
into circular bags held within the unit, and, through the use of their 
smart app you’ll know exactly how much milk you’re pumping.

Why do we love it?
We get that mom’s have a lot to worry about, but pumping should 
not be one of them. These pumps are small, subtle and allow mom’s 
to do what is most important to them. As an added bonus, the 
convenient tracking app gives her the ability to see the milk supply 
and track the volume that’s been pumped. As parents, we’d consider 
this product a “win”!



Lego – Boost
https://www.lego.com/en-us/boost

One of the world’s most iconic brands has taken the 
leap into technology. Lego Boost, showcased this 
year at CES, introduces kids (and their parents) to 
programming. Various sensors allow the projects to 
come to life by moving, lighting up and even making 
noise. The product is shipped as a “creative toolbox”, 
which includes three Boost Bricks and 840 Lego 
blocks. The Boost package will be available in August 
of this year for a starting price of $160.

Why do we love it?
Lego continues to prove why they’re one of the 
world’s most beloved toymakers by reaching out to 
children and challenging them with STEM based 
activities. As technology focused firm, we’re excited 
to see new ways kids can learn about the basics of 
electromechanics. We love the new twist on an old 
favorite!



WLabs – Zera
https://www.zera.com/

It’s a fact that consumers are becoming more conscious of food waste and spending more time composting. However, 
limited time for these activities combined with small urban living can make that goal nearly impossible. Luckily, the team 
over at WLabs has an elegant solution to tackle composting in a fraction of the time using the new Zera Food Recycler. 
The fully integrated system gives consumers an easy and convenient way to help reduce the amount of waste they’re 
sending to the landfill by converting food waste into ready-to-use, homemade fertilizer.

Why do we love it?
The sleek design and honest-to-goodness real compost output in 24 hours makes Zera an absolute necessity for any 
kitchen. Coming out of Whirlpool’s global innovation lab, the company has taken a very different, yet interesting approach to 
putting a product in the market. The beautifully designed and sleek look of Zera makes it easy to integrate into any kitchen 
for year-round food recycling. 



Norton – Core
https://us.norton.com/core

Today’s Wi-Fi routers are vulnerable to cyber attacks. All it 
takes is one compromised baby monitor or smart thermostat for 
cybercriminals to infiltrate a Connected Home’s network and reach 
personal information. Core discovers smart devices, identifies 
vulnerabilities, and quarantines them in a unique and seamless 
way.

Why do we love it?
In our tech obsessed world the Norton Core secure Wi-Fi router is 
putting security first at the forefront of the Connected Home. Core 
also features a compact and sleek design, integrating nicely into 
your home.



Sevenhugs – Smart Remote
https://remote.sevenhugs.com/

This remote takes “universal” to a whole new level. The Sevenhugs Smart Remote features Point & Control technology, 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and Infrared sensors, giving it the ability to instantly control any device and eliminating the need for other 
remotes and apps. Compatible with over 25,000 devices, this Smart Remote automatically displays the right controls for 
any connected product you point it at.

Why do we love it?
In an increasingly fragmented and complicated Connected Home industry, the Sevenhugs Smart Remote brings a much 
needed simple and ecosystem-agnostic HMI solution. It’s refreshing to see a startup come along with a user-centric design 
that so accurately compliments the overall value proposition of their product.



Somfy – Somfy One
https://www.somfysystems.com/

The Somfy One is an all-in-one security solution, bringing 
together the features of multiple home security products into 
one easy-to-use, functional product. The Somfy One utilizes 
a 1080p HD night vision camera, 8x zoom wide-angle lens, 
100dB siren, voice controls, smoke alarm detection, and 
speakers.

Why do we love it?
Reliable home security systems are often expensive, 
complicated, and more times than not, require professional 
installation. The aesthetic forward design of the Somfy One 
easily integrates into any homes’ decor, while also assuring 
intruders won’t notice it. Features like the advanced motion 
detector for pet immunity and motorized privacy shutter show 
that the technology was developed with real world use cases 
in mind, making it very deserving of it’s 2017 CES Innovation 
Award.



Emotech – Olly
https://heyolly.com/

Olly is the world’s first virtual assistant to feature it’s own 
personality, winning multiple awards at CES this year including 
awards in the Smart Home, Drones/Unmanned Systems, 
Home Appliances, and Home Audio/Video classes. Olly 
utilizes cutting edge deep learning technology to enhance 
the accuracy of it’s conversational system and making every 
interaction unique.

Why do we love it?
Olly’s novel design approach inspired by Emotech’s group 
of neuroscience and machine-learning scientists brings a 
uniqueness in user experience unmatched by other virtual 
assistants. We love Olly’s personal touch, and are excited 
to see other virtual assistants follow suit as these digital 
experiences become more and more visceral.



Sleepace – Nox Smart 
Sleep Light
http://www.sleepace.com/en/nox.html

The Nox Smart Sleep light is designed to monitor, track and improve sleep quality. 
The device features gesture controls, Bluetooth connectivity, and soothing sounds and 
lighting that help your body create melatonin to fall asleep easily. The Sleepace app 
also provides comprehensive sleep analysis and personalized reminders to help users 
form healthier sleeping habits.

Why do we love it?
As sleep tech continues to be a popular trend, consumers have historically have 
been willing to pay top dollar for high-end mattresses, pillows, and bedding. Sleep 
tech products have a universal appeal to anyone who is interested in getting a better 
night’s rest, and should be a huge hit as economies continue to be driven by younger 
tech forward consumers. While there were plenty of sleep tech products at CES, the 
Sleepace Nox Smart Sleep Light focuses on identifying sleeping issues and adapting 
to help create better sleeping habits, with a minimalist and unobtrusive design for the 
bedroom.


